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Music in the rock genre comprising of the high the galvanizing rocking, the reggae and even a bit of the

rap. 10 MP3 Songs Shake Folk Shake Shake Classic Rock alate bloomer Songs Details: Alate Bloomer

Starla (Alate Bloomer) has been playing her original music for over 12 years in coffeehouses, concerts,

restaurants, galleries, and even on the renowned Venice Boardwalk. Always taking the acclaim of

diversified audiences ranging from the young to the not so young is what makes her music so special.

Fortunate enough to work with incredible musicians, she has finally released a CD of her 10 best songs

comprising of the high the galvanizing rocking, the reggae, and even a bit of the rap--all of them in the

rock genre. Her vocals have been compared to the likes of Janis Joplin or Melissa Etheridge and her

lyrics always come straight from the heart reflecting her feelings-her passions-her life's experiences.

Whether as a singer, songwriter, dancer, choreographer or comedienne, Starla's inevitable destiny to

create and perform since the age of 6 has brought her to the level of artistry she now commands. To

Starla-it's only about the MUSIC. Alex Campbell--Electric and Acoustic Guitars, Bass Frank

Camacho--Drums, Percussion Randy Cole--Bass Artwork by Penland Gertsch Notes from Starla----

"ANGELS ON THE RUN" is my tribute to firefighters and paramedics who risk their lives daily and without

them I would have died at a very young age. "COSMIC TRAIN" is about the final ride to suicide. My father

and a very close friend who had an incredible heart and inspired my musicality both committed suicide.

Do you ever wonder if you could have done something or did you miss a sign. "IF ONLY" explores

spousal abuse. I grew up in a house of sadness and fear. My mother's abuse was like a dirty little secret

that I think no one should ever have to endure. "DREAMS" are what we all need to keep alive. So find a

dream, keep your dream, and even revise your dream---but never give up on your dream. "BEYOND

THIS CAGE" has bars made of conditioning and dependence on money and material things. "RACING
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WITH THE STORM" which has lightning greed and thunder need. "PEACE ON EARTH" speaks for itself.

"OUTER IMPRESSIONS" soon fade. Everybody's idea of beauty differs. Why mutilate and operate on

your precious body to look like Barbie or to try to stay young. In the end what counts is your spirit, your

soul and your inner magic. "DEMONS IN MY MIND" are depression, anger and hatred. There was a time

in my life when I was really sad and for three years I could rarely get out of bed. Thankfully the demons

lost. "THOUGHT YOU WERE MY FRIEND" is about the loneliness you feel when your best friend just

drops you and you don't know why. It's painful and such emptiness occurs.
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